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Objective
The objective of this How-To Guide is to help you determine whether you have undertaken, are
undertaking, or are about to undertake eligible R&D core or supporting activities; and to help you
identify those R&D activities within your project.
This document also helps identify information and systems that could be relevant for you to record
and document in order to support your future R&D Tax Incentive (RDTI) claim.
It is important to note this document is not a substitute for the ‘Research and Development Tax Incentive Guidance–IR1240’ published by Inland Revenue–but provides additional detail and support.

Eligible R&D activities
For the purpose of progressing your application, it will be essential for you to understand the meaning of ‘core R&D activity’ and ‘supporting R&D activity’ according to the legislation.
Applications will be assessed strictly from a technical/scientific standpoint. It is important to note the
assessment of activities will NOT be based on economic or business outcomes, and this is essential to keep in mind as it is a major characteristic of the RDTI scheme. For this reason, it is strongly
recommended that you involve your technical/research staff in both identifying and recording the
information related to R&D activities and in completing the application for the RDTI.

KEY POINTS
Involve your technical staff in the RDTI process.
Focus your activity application from a technical perspective.

WHAT IS A CORE R&D ACTIVITY?
To claim the RDTI, you must be undertaking a core R&D activity in New Zealand. You must have
records which show that your R&D meets each of the three requirements set out below.
‘Core R&D activity’ is an activity that simultaneously:
	
has the material purpose of resolving a scientific or technological uncertainty, which exists
if the knowledge required to resolve it is not publicly available or deducible by a competent
professional, and
	
is performed for the material purpose of acquiring new knowledge, or creating new or
improved processes, services, or goods, and
is conducted using a systematic approach.
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...has the material
purpose of creating new
knowledge, or new or
improved processes,
services or goods.

Has the material purpose
of resolving a scientific
or technological
uncertainty...
Uncertainty means that:

CORE
R&D
ACTIVITY

• The knowledge is not publicly
available, and,
• is not deducible by a competent
professional

...and is conducted
using a systematic
approach.

Figure 1 – An activity is considered ‘core R&D activity’ when these three conditions are met simultaneously

Figure 1 illustrates how the three key requirements work together to define what core R&D activity
means. Before you make an application, one simple way to self-assess if you are doing or have
been doing R&D eligible for the RDTI is to ask yourself how you would answer each of the three
conditions and what evidence you can supply to back-up your answer.
Once you have identified that you have an activity that meets these three requirements, it is good
practice to use your standard project documentation to capture as much as possible of the required
documentation.
We discuss in the next section how to maintain good record keeping for the purpose of claiming
the RDTI.

WHAT IS NOT A CORE R&D ACTIVITY?
There are certain activities contained in a project that are excluded from being core R&D activities.
These activities are listed in Schedule 21 Part A of the Taxation (Research and Developments Tax
Credits) Act 2019 and are more specifically detailed in the IR1240–RDTI Guidance document.
In summary, an activity is not a core R&D activity if either:
the knowledge required to resolve the uncertainty is publicly available, or
	
the required knowledge is deducible by a competent professional in the relevant scientific
or technological field,
or if the activity doesn’t meet the three requirements (illustrated above) simultaneously.
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The difference between Project and Activities
We know that there is no such thing as a ‘typical’ R&D project. The following generalised
guidance assumes your business is an ‘eligible entity’ for the purpose of claiming the RDTI. The
information is provided as a basis for businesses to consider their own processes and how these
might be adapted to meet the requirements of the RDTI.

PROJECT

CORE ACTIVITY 1

CORE ACTIVITY 2

CORE ACTIVITY 3

CORE ACTIVITY...

Supporting activity 1

Supporting activity 3

Supporting activity 5

Supporting activity...

Supporting activity 2

Supporting activity 4

Figure 2 – Example of ‘project’ structure

As the example on the diagram above shows, a ‘project’ is a group of related core and supporting
activities. Some of these activities could be eligible for the RDTI, but not necessarily all of them. We
understand that a project may be made up of both eligible and other activities that are not seeking
to resolve scientific or technological uncertainty – and some may be on the schedule of excluded
R&D activities.

KEY INFORMATION
Your application will be assessed on a core R&D activity and supporting R&D
activity basis, not on a project basis. The project information is only required for
identification purposes and to give context to the activities that you are claiming for.
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We use the expression ‘project’ – the term ‘project’ is not part of the legislative definition of R&D
but it is a way for you, in your business, to group related activities and make them easier to track.
It is unlikely that all the activities within a commercial project will be eligible for the RDTI, so within
each ‘project’ we ask you to describe the core and supporting R&D activities, and how they meet
the legislative definition. If the concept of a project is not meaningful for you (e.g. you might be
a start-up where everything is directed towards one purpose) you can either create a meaningful
‘project’ name and list all your claimed R&D activities under that heading, or create a ‘project’ for
each core R&D activity.
As you list your core and supporting R&D activities, please assign meaningful titles to them. This
will not only help us assess your application but will also help you provide more clarity during the
process of identification and classification of your project steps.

The three tests
As mentioned in previous sections, to demonstrate the eligibility of your core activities, they will
need to be able to meet the following three tests simultaneously:
	aim to resolve a technological or scientific uncertainty, existing when there is knowledge
not publicly available or deducible by a competent professional,
	create new or improved knowledge, processes, goods or services as the material purpose,
and
	conduct this activity using a systematic approach.
In the following sections you will find more information about each of the tests and suggestions
for how to keep records of each. A list of useful questions that may help you build your response
for each of the tests, can be found in the Appendix.

QUICK TIPS
You may find it useful to generate a checklist with the requirements for your
particular case, your answer, the reason for your response and what evidence you
can supply to demonstrate it.
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I. RESOLVING SCIENTIFIC OR TECHNOLOGICAL UNCERTAINTY
(NOT BEING KNOWLEDGE PUBLICLY AVAILABLE OR DEDUCIBLE)
A ‘scientific uncertainty’ exists when you need to conduct scientific research by experimenting,
testing, or prototyping as part of a systematic progression of work in order to resolve that uncertainty.
This scientific uncertainty may arise because it is not possible to predict the outcome or because you
are extending the application of existing knowledge in a way that cannot be predicted in advance.
A ‘technological uncertainty’ exists if it is uncertain whether the technology would achieve your
goal – making it necessary to follow a systematic, traceable progression of work that will help to
monitor, analyse, understand and record your outcomes at every step.
Scientific or technological uncertainty meets the standard required by the RDTI when a competent
professional in that field, with access to the publicly available information on the topic, does
not know whether something is achievable. In these circumstances there is an uncertainty, or a
knowledge gap, in the available scientific or technological knowledge.
Consequently, you do not have scientific or technological uncertainty if the knowledge of how to
resolve your uncertainty is already publicly available. If the information is known but not publicly
available, for example it is being held as a trade secret, your work to resolve the uncertainty could
still qualify for the RDTI.

RESOLVING A SCIENTIFIC
OR TECHNOLOGICAL
UNCERTAINTY

IS NOT DEDUCIBLE BY
A COMPETENT PROFESSIONAL

Examples of record keeping:
• Possible consultations with
other experts
• Justification on how your
research differs from available
information
• ...
ACTIVITY HAS THE MATERIAL
PURPOSE* OF RESOLVING THE
UNCERTAINTY
* significant or main objective of
the activity

IS NOT PUBLICLY AVAILABLE

Examples of record keeping:

Examples of record keeping:

• Contemporaneous
documentation such as:

• FTO searches

• Internal reports

• Possible consultations with
other experts

• Project planning info

• Literature, patent searches

• Business case documentation

• Justification on how your
research differs

• ...

• ...

NOTE: Some of the record keeping examples
(for instance, FTO searches or literature searches) could be evidence for more than one test

Figure 3 – Summary of conditions and examples of record keeping for the test of scientific or technological uncertainty
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Who is a ‘competent professional’?
A competent professional is a person who:
is knowledgeable and experienced in the relevant field
has relevant qualifications and/or experience in the relevant field with a high level of skill
is aware of the current state of knowledge in the field
and has access to available knowledge and resources around the world in the relevant field.
You do not have scientific or technological uncertainty if a competent professional can deduce
(work out) that your objective can be achieved by using an existing methodology or development
pathway and by applying appropriate skills. For instance, merely developing a new or improved
version of an existing product, using known technologies, would not meet the uncertainty test
if the activities undertaken to create the change do not meet the three legislative requirements.
This doesn’t mean that you necessarily need to consult a competent professional to satisfy this
test. However, this is a standard that will be applied when assessing your application. Therefore,
it is recommended that you apply an objective judgement to your activity.
Required knowledge not publicly available or deducible
If you are conducting research into a particular area, it is likely you will know if your uncertainty
has been resolved or if the new knowledge that you want to create already exists. Knowledge
that is not publicly available means that there are no publications or information accessible to
the public on the idea you are researching – for example what you could find in books, literature,
or patents.
In order to conduct your research, you will probably have already studied the state of the art or
current knowledge available in your field. As you will need to justify that your research is either
generating new or improved knowledge, and that your uncertainty is not resolved with the
information publicly available, it is advisable to record:
 our searches or studies to identify the current situation of your field or topic of research.
Y
You need to record why you concluded that the information to answer your uncertainty
is neither publicly available nor deducible by a competent professional. Documenting
the answer to this question at the time the R&D is initiated is particularly important in
fast-moving fields where others may be working on the same problems.
Many businesses scope the situation and look for existing solutions before undertaking
R&D activities. Relevant documentation could include records of searches and in-house
or external discussions, and/or a summary of how your project’s uncertainty(s) differ
from those which have already been solved.
 ossible consultations with experts on the subject in order to understand the field of
P
research current situation. Likewise, if you perform consultations or collaborations with
other experts, it may be helpful to demonstrate the efforts you have taken to investigate
the current state of knowledge in the field that you are researching.
 ny other information to capture your particular efforts to understand the current state
A
of the topic that you are researching, why there is still an uncertainty in that regard, and
what makes it new or improved knowledge compared to current solutions.
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Keeping records of your scientific or technological uncertainty
What is the uncertainty? You must document the question(s) or hypothesis that require a
systematic approach to determine whether the technology can achieve the purpose (outcome)
you’re seeking.
To claim the RDTI, open statements such as the following won’t be sufficient:
 tating the uncertainty in general terms such as “no-one knows how to do x”, as this does
S
not link to a set of core activities with a material purpose of resolving it. You don’t need to
detail every proposition your systematic approach will test, but you should state the key
uncertainties (questions) that your R&D is investigating to fill a knowledge gap.
 tatements such as, “The outcome is uncertain”, and variations thereof, will not be accepted
S
without a clear explanation of why. Please note, writing an explanation does not necessarily
mean it will be accepted. Our technical experts will review the explanation.
Project commissioning and initiation reports, and material prepared for potential investors, can
focus more on the commercial uncertainties than the technological. We recognise that these
documents are often written to stress the prospects of success more than the scale of scientific
or technological challenge. However, the technological or scientific uncertainty for the core
activity must be stated in your application for the RDTI.
You can also refer to the previous section ‘Required knowledge not publicly available or
deducible’ and to the Appendix for suggestions on how to generate a checklist to provide
evidence to support your uncertainty.
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II. PURPOSE: WHAT NEW KNOWLEDGE, OR NEW OR
IMPROVED PROCESS, SERVICES OR GOODS ARE YOU
SEEKING TO CREATE?
This condition refers to the new knowledge, or new or improved product, process or service your
core R&D activities are directed towards. You may have a project with several core activities, and
they may all be directed toward the same purpose or outcome.
The material purpose of your core activity should be creating new knowledge. This means that the
actual motivation behind performing the activity should be the creation of that new knowledge, not
discovering it by accident.

NEW OR IMPROVED
KNOWLEDGE, PRODUCT,
PROCESS OR SERVICE

IS NOT PUBLICLY AVAILABLE

Examples of record keeping:
• FTO searches,

YOUR ACTIVITY HAS THE
MATERIAL PURPOSE* OF
CREATING THE NEW KNOWLEDGE,
PRODUCT, PROCESS OR SERVICE.
* significant or main objective of
the activity

• Literature searches,
• Patent searches,
• ...

Examples of record keeping:
• Contemporaneous
documentation such as:
• Internal reports
• Project planning info
• Business case documentation
• ...

NOTE: Some of the record keeping examples
(for instance, FTO searches or literature searches) could be evidence for more than one test

Figure 4 – Summary of conditions and examples of record keeping for the test of new
or improved knowledge, product, process, or service

What is ‘new’ or ‘improved’?
 he test of new or improved is that the new knowledge, product, process, or service is not
T
publicly available, not just new to your business or to New Zealand, but on a worldwide basis.
You should already have carried out this background research as part of work undertaken to
research the state of the market or in literature reviews, patent, or web searches, scientific or
technological reviews, or through discussions with industry experts.
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 ou don’t need to search every possible database in every country to demonstrate that your
Y
purpose is new. However, you should have searched beyond New Zealand in an objective
and representative way, as well as where New Zealand based professionals/experts in the
field, could be expected to look for current information. You should also keep records of
your findings.
An exception to ‘publicly available’ is where knowledge of how to create the thing you’re seeking
through your purpose or outcome exists, but how to create it is a trade secret. This exception is
discussed further in the ‘Required knowledge is not publicly available or deducible’ section.
‘Material purpose’ meaning
The requirement of ‘material purpose’ means that producing the new or improved knowledge,
product, service, or goods must be a significant or important objective of your activity. You may
have different purposes for performing your activity, but generating new or improved knowledge,
products, services, or goods must be the main reason for carrying out the core activity.
In other words, it is not enough to perform an activity that, after planning, performing and analysing
results, ends up generating new knowledge – rather, the purpose of generating new or improved
knowledge must be the material objective upfront.
Keeping records of your purpose
You will need to keep evidence of your purpose, for example by recording and keeping relevant
ongoing information to document why and how these activities were performed. These records,
for example, can be part of your standard project documentation, planning, internal reports,
business case documentation, or project management plan.
The purpose of your R&D should not only be implied in your project documentation. You should
ensure that you make it explicit and clearly document what is new or improved about what you
are seeking to achieve.
You can also refer to the Appendix to help you generate a checklist of the evidence that you can
provide to support your claim.
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III. CONDUCTED USING A SYSTEMATIC APPROACH

KEY DEFINITION
A systematic approach is a methodical (planned and structured) approach to test a
possible solution to an uncertainty. The solution is the idea, proposal or hypothesis
that is being investigated using the systematic approach.

As you can see from the definition, a systematic approach is simply a logic-based system to
appropriately plan research, perform tests, capture observations, and analyse results and
conclusions. As a test, you can check if your approach is structured enough and captures enough
steps and information to allow the methodology to be reproduced.
There is no single ‘right’ way to demonstrate a systematic approach, but you must be able to identify
the activities that were undertaken to resolve an uncertainty. You might achieve this by establishing
the eligible R&D activities as a specific deliverable(s) in your project management approach.

USE OF A SYSTEMATIC
APPROACH

What does it mean?

Means the use of a planned and structured
method to test possible solutions for
your uncertainty

How a systematic approach
is structured?

Different businesses may have really
different project structures, thus the
evidence submitted might be different
depending on the field of research

As an example, a systematic approach
could involve:

What is an example of
a structured systematic
approach?

• Your identification of uncertainty
• Research planning
• Tests performed
• Observations captured
• Sample management
• Analysis of results, Conclusions and
Reporting

Another business might approach it as:
• Identification of uncertainty
• Hypothesis development for a prototype
• Project planning
• Design of the prototype
• Procurement of materials
• Commission of the prototype
• Testing of the prototype, observations
captured
• Conclusions and reporting

NOTE:
Some of the record keeping examples (for instance, FTO searches or literature searches) could be evidence for more than one test.
The examples just indicate possible systematic approaches that will vary depending on the business.
This is not an indication of Eligible core or Supporting activities. For these activities to be eligible, they need to meet the rest of the
requirements for either a core or supporting R&D activity.

Figure 5 – Summary of conditions and examples of record keeping for the test of use of systematic approach
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Record keeping for systematic approach
You should keep records describing the investigations, tests, analysis, or experiments undertaken
and if the results resolved the uncertainty. Remember that negative results are just as important
to record as positive results. This information should be routinely captured in an R&D process.
To support a claim for the RDTI, your record keeping should differentiate eligible from ineligible
activities because the latter serve another purpose or are excluded.
The records that need to be kept will vary depending on the nature of your business and your R&D
activities. Examples of documents that are likely to be relevant include:
project planning documents
design documentation relating to the tests/experiments/required analysis or prototyping
project records including notebooks or photos of legible dated scrum boards
test or experimental protocols, results, analysis, and conclusions
project reports including progress reports.
The Appendix suggests ways to keep records of your systematic approach.
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What is a supporting activity?

KEY DEFINITION
Supporting research and development activity means an activity that has the only
or main purpose of, is required for, and integral to, conducting a person’s core
research and development activity; but does not include an activity to the extent to
which it is described in schedule 21, part B, Taxation (Research and Development
Tax Credit Act 2019).

If you have a core R&D activity, there may also be eligible supporting R&D activities which, in contrast to the core R&D activity requirement, might be performed outside New Zealand.
There must be enough detail to show the claimed activity is not on the list of activities excluded as
supporting activities (please see Schedule 21, Part B, Taxation (Research and Development Tax Credit)
Act 2019).

Has the only or
main purpose of
conducting the core
R&D activity...

...is required
for performing
the core R&D
activity…

SUPPORTING
R&D
ACTIVITY

...and is integral to
conducting the core
R&D activity.

Figure 6 – An activity is considered a ‘supporting R&D activity’ when these three conditions
are met simultaneously and while there is a valid Core activity linked to it.
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As indicated in figure 6, it is important that the three following tests are met simultaneously.
In order to better understand the legislated meaning for each of the conditions, they are defined as
follows:
1. The supporting activity has the only or main purpose of,
‘Only’ or ‘main purpose’ means that the only or main reason for performing the supporting
activity must be to support the core R&D activity.
2. is required for,
‘Required for’ means that this supporting activity is a necessary step for performing the core
R&D activity. Your activity will not be discounted on the grounds someone else has a cheaper
way to do it.
3. and is integral to conducting the core R&D activity.
‘Integral to’ means that the supporting activity must be directly related to the core activity and
necessary for it.

KEEPING RECORDS OF SUPPORTING ACTIVITIES
If you claim for a supporting activity or activities, you must have records showing that they were
required for, and integral to, the core R&D activity, and had the only or main purpose of supporting
the core R&D activity. This means that you must be able to show evidence of a direct, close and
immediate relationship between any supporting activity and any core activity.
This evidence might come from project planning documents or progress reports which, for example,
identify or report on preparatory or commissioning work. To meet the RDTI requirements, you may
need to go beyond the information you would otherwise record and detail any other purposes that
the supporting activity is serving, or explicitly state that it serves no other purpose.
If your supporting R&D activities take place in an environment where goods or services are being
produced for sale, you should ensure you can demonstrate that the only or main purpose of the
activity was to support the core R&D activity.
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SUPPORTING
ACTIVITIES
BEFORE 
CORE ACTIVITY

SUPPORTING
ACTIVITIES
DURING
CORE ACTIVITY

Examples of Supporting activities:

Examples of Supporting activities:

• Literature searches

• Monitoring of tests

• Works to generate hypothesis

• Samples managing (preparation,
collection, storage)

• Planning of the tests,

• Tests data management

• Planning of prototype
manufacturing

SUPPORTING
ACTIVITIES
AFTER
CORE ACTIVITY

Examples of Supporting activities:
• Data analysis required for
understanding results
• Analytics performed on core
activities tests
• Observation and evaluation

• Experiment preparatory works

• R&D documenting and reporting

• Specialised software writing
for the designed equipment or
specially for monitoring the tests

• Prototype decommissioning
• Disassembly of tests and
experiments
• Waste disposal from tests

Record evidence of all supporting activities performed – and their associated dates

Figure 7 – Supporting activities sequence and examples

Supporting activities could be performed before, during, or after the core activity. They cannot be
included in the list of excluded supporting activities and they must be directly related to the core R&D
activity – you should be able to prove this in your documentation. Examples of supporting activities
would be:
Before:
Literature searches to determine if there is an existing solution or FTO (freedom to operate)
Work undertaken to generate a hypothesis
Design of equipment for use in an experiment
Writing specialised software for the designed equipment or for monitoring the tests
Planning the tests
Prototype manufacture
During:
Monitoring of tests and or experiments
Equipment modifications needed while performing tests
Samples preparation
Data management of test results.
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After:
Analysis required for understanding results
Observation and evaluation of the test runs
R&D documentation and reporting
Disassembly of the tests or experiments, waste disposal
It is important to note that even though supporting activities can happen before, during or after the
core R&D activity, they must be linked to a core R&D activity. If there is a change in direction and the
core R&D activity ends up not taking place, those supporting activities will no longer be eligible for
the tax credit. This is because there is no core R&D activity associated with it.

Other considerations
Beside the three tests mentioned, there are other important aspects to consider while checking if
your activity is eligible and while recording your information.

WHEN DOES YOUR ACTIVITY START AND END?
It is also important that you can identify when your core R&D activity starts and ends. This isn’t necessarily
when your project starts and finishes but when one of the three conditions doesn’t exist anymore.

Example of possible Scientific Method progression according to RDTI

IDENTIFICATION
OF UNCERTAINTY

PERFORM
BACKGROUND
RESEARCH

GENERATION OF
HYPOTHESIS

DESIGN AND
SET UP OF TEST,
ANALYSIS OR
EXPERIMENT

CONDUCTING
TESTS, ANALYSIS
OR EXPERIMENTS

EVALUATION
OF RESULTS

Possible modification and
repeat of this steps

Supporting Activities

CONCLUSION

Your uncertainty will
probably be resolved
by this point and you
will not be measuring
and evaluating the
uncertainty anymore.

Core Activities
Start

End

NOTES:
This example just indicates the possible flow of an activity according to a Scientific Method to identify Start and End of Core
R&D activities.
This is not an indication of Eligible core or Supporting activities. For these activities to be eligible, they need to meet the rest of
the requirements for either a core or supporting R&D activities

Figure 8 – Example of scientific method progression to identify beginning and end of activities
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Your process flow may vary depending on the nature of the research that you are conducting, so this
figure is only for illustrative purposes.
Core R&D starts when you have a testable idea or proposition (hypothesis) and ends when you stop
measuring or evaluating if you have resolved the scientific or technological uncertainty. You must
record the start and end date of the core R&D activity.
There will often be a boundary between measuring and evaluating to resolve scientific or technological
uncertainty and testing for pre-production or quality control purposes (which is excluded from RDTI
eligibility). You should be familiar with the testing-related exclusions to RDTI eligibility that apply
when you reach the end of your core R&D activity.

Appendix
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Planning your R&D
Minimising the cost of record keeping for RDTI requires you to have processes to:
identify whether eligible R&D is occurring
capture and retain appropriate records.
At the time a project (or a portfolio of projects) is being planned, or when you are thinking about the
year ahead, you should consider whether there are likely to be R&D activities eligible for the RDTI. If
the answer is yes or possibly, the following questions become relevant:

Question
Do you have a material
purpose of creating
new knowledge, or
new or improved goods
(product/s), process or
service? The test is the
knowledge not being
publicly available, not
just in New Zealand but
worldwide.

Comment
In some cases, the whole project
will be directed towards one
purpose, and in others a project
may include a lot of routine work
with an element that is seeking
to develop something new or
improved.
In all cases you should ensure that
you record both:

Where you will use
this information
Information from 1 is required in the
R&D supplementary return, and from
2020/2021 year, in the application for
general approval.
Answers to 2 will be relevant if we
seek further information to decide
whether to approve your claim (your
request for general approval from
2020/2021 year)

1. what is new or improved
2. how you know it is new or
improved and not publicly
available, or is a trade secret. This
might be answered by recording
the patent/internet or other
searches you undertook and/or
the experts you consulted with.
Will you be seeking to
resolve scientific or
technological uncertainty
in this project?
Is there publicly available
information resolving the
issue?
Can a competent
professional deduce the
solution?

When you are planning a project,
you may not know the answer.
If scientific or technological
uncertainty may arise, you could
make it a regular question for
discussion with your technical
leads, for example:
1. Is there anything in this project
where we don’t know if the
technology can be used to
achieve our objective? Or we
don’t know how to do it? If yes,
you should record the uncertainty
and your answer to the following
questions:
2. Is the solution to your uncertainty
publicly available? And if not, how
do you know (what checking did
you do)?
3. Can a ‘competent professional’
deduce (work out) the solution
without conducting a process to
test possible answers?

Information from 3 will be asked for
in the R&D supplementary return,
and from the 2020/2021 year, in the
application for general approval.
• In any R&D project, there may
be more than one scientific or
technological uncertainty. You
should exercise judgement about
whether they are described
together or separated out.
• If the uncertainties are in the same
field and the efforts to resolve
them will form a set of linked
activities, you could describe them
as a single uncertainty.
• A
 ny effort made to conduct
background research or to consult
with experts should be recorded
– it could be used as evidence of
your uncertainty and of the need
to use a systematic progression of
work to fill the knowledge gap.
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Question

Comment

Where you will use
this information

What core and supporting
activities will you
undertake to resolve the
uncertainties?

Core activities are systematic
activities undertaken to test/
experiment/analyse or prototype
possible solutions to the uncertainty
or uncertainties.

The R&D supplementary return and
from the 2020/2021 income year,
the application for general approval,
will require you to describe your
core and supporting activities.

Supporting activities are required
for the core activity and are integral
to it. Supporting activities must be
carried out for the only or main
purpose of supporting the core
activity.
In some cases, such as foreign
R&D or R&D in the social sciences,
your activity may fit the core R&D
activity definition, but it is excluded
by legislation. However, some such
activities can qualify as supporting
if they meet the supporting activity
requirements.
You should be familiar with the
guidance on excluded R&D activities
before you decide which of your
activities to claim as R&D activities.

How will you track
expenditure on eligible
activities (those designed
to resolve the scientific or
technological uncertainty
or uncertainties)?

The sooner you consider and plan
how to track expenditure on eligible
R&D activities, the more likely
you are to claim all your eligible
expenditure.
Much of the required information
will be captured in your records
of expenditure, but it will only
be readily available if you set up
a system to code/apportion the
expenditure you incur on eligible
R&D activity.
If you already track expenditure by
project, you might add sub codes to
your system to allow you to capture
expenditure on each eligible R&D
activity (we provide guidance on
how to claim, including avoiding
describing activities in too much
detail).
If you are in a situation where
specific expenditure rules apply, you
will need to keep records that allow
you to demonstrate that your claim
reflects the requirements

Your supplementary return will
require you to identify the eligible
expenditure that relates to each
R&D project (i.e. the aggregated
information from each eligible R&D
activity in that project).
You will be asked to break this
information down into various
categories such as:
• Employee costs
• Payments to R&D contractors/
approved research providers
• M
 aterials, consumables and
overheads
• Depreciation loss.
The supplementary return will ask
for information about expenditure:
• In the course of commercial
production
• E
 xpenditure on internal software
development
• Feedstock expenditure
• Overseas R&D expenditure
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Question
How will you apportion
expenditure?

Comment

Where you will use
this information

Where time, consumables,
depreciation loss or overheads are
incurred on a mixture of eligible
and ineligible activities and it is not
practical to track the actual use on
eligible activities, you will need to
apportion expenditure.

The expenditure apportioned to
eligible R&D activity will be included
in your claim.

Where you apportion expenditure, it
must be on a reasonable basis and
supported by an audit trail.

• t he rationale for the method i.e.
why it is reasonable

When did or will the core
R&D activity start?

Core R&D generally begins
when you have a testable idea or
proposition which could resolve
your scientific or technological
uncertainty.

The R&D supplementary return and
from 2020/2021, your application
for general approval, require you to
describe your core R&D activities.
Anything that you seek to claim
before core activity starts needs to
meet the definition of a supporting
activity.

When do you expect your
core R&D to end?

Core R&D is expected to end when
you cease to measure or evaluate
the extent to which your activities
have resolved your scientific and
technological uncertainty. This
is likely to be before the end of a
commercial project.

You will be asked in your request for
general approval whether you want
approval of your R&D activities for
more than one year. If so, you will
need to estimate when your core
and supporting activities will end.

The following details will be
required if we review your claim:
• your method of apportionment

• the working papers.
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During the R&D

While your R&D is underway you should be conscious of the following issues and have a process in
place to capture relevant records.

Question

Comment

Have you a process in
place that enables you to
demonstrate that you took
a systematic approach to
your R&D?

A systematic approach is a
methodical (planned and structured)
approach to test possible solutions
to your uncertainty. It might be
demonstrated from the below
sources. You should ensure that you
can isolate and produce records
that relate to the work that meets
the definition of core or supporting
R&D activities:

Where you will use
this information
You will be asked to summarise
your systematic approach in the
R&D supplementary return (and
from 2020/2021 income year in the
application for general approval).
The source documentation will
support your claim if we review it.

• project planning documents
• d
 esign documentation relating to
the tests/experiments/required
analysis or prototyping
• p
 roject records including
notebooks or photos of legible
dated scrum boards
• t est or experimental protocols,
results, analysis and conclusions
• p
 roject reports including progress
reports.
Have your core or
supporting activities
materially changed?

R&D projects are expected to
develop as results are obtained and
assessed. It is not material that your
progress has been faster or slower
than originally anticipated, or that
your results require change within
the core R&D. However, you need
to have records to show if there is
a significant change, for example to
the:
• s cientific or technological
uncertainty being investigated
• n
 ature of the core activity or
systematic approach (e.g. you
were using one approach to
testing an idea and now you are
adopting a completely different
method)
• n
 umber or nature of the
supporting activities.

From the 2020/2021 income year,
you will be required to confirm
that the R&D activities in your R&D
supplementary return have not
materially changed from those
for which you obtained general
approval.
If there has been material change,
your claim will not be eligible
unless you have amended your
request for general approval.
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Question
Can you show that
supporting activities meet
the relevant tests?

Comment
Supporting activities must support
core R&D and:
• h
 ave supporting the core R&D as
their only or main purpose
• b
 e required for and integral to the
core R&D.

Are the expenditure and
activity tracking systems
capturing the required
information?

Periodic checks will help you
determine whether your systems
are operating effectively.
For example, your apportioning
method may state that staff working
on eligible R&D are identified in
reporting with their percentage of
hours estimated each fortnight.
If this is not occurring, it will
compromise the credibility of your
claim.

Where you will use
this information
You will be asked to state how each
supporting activity meets these
tests in the R&D supplementary
return (and from 2020/2021 income
year in the application for general
approval).

Activity and expenditure
information is required for your
R&D supplementary return and
from 2020/2021, for your general
approval.
If we review your claim, we may ask
to see your source documents.

After the R&D

Question
Are you capturing
supporting activities that
continue after the core
R&D has finished?

Comment
Core R&D generally finishes
when you cease to measure and
evaluate whether your activities
have resolved the scientific or
technological uncertainty.
At that point, it is appropriate to
ask, ‘are there any subsequent
supporting R&D activities that are
for the only or main purpose of the
core R&D and are required for it
and integral to it?’ If so, you should
ensure that you record details
demonstrating how the supporting
activities meet the definition, and
that you have processes in place to
track the associated expenditure.

You must retain the
information relevant to
your claim for seven years.

This is a standard requirement for
records relating to your tax affairs.

Where you will use
this information
The R&D supplementary return and
from the 2020/2021 income year,
the application for general approval,
will require you to describe your
core and supporting activities.

